INTERNET POLICY

Internet services at Chiawa Camp are delivered via a complex satellite system - bandwidth is however severely limited
and expensive, and service not always reliable, which is typical of such systems.
The priority of the internet services at Chiawa Camp is to provide for the safe and efficient operation of Chiawa Camp
and hence Management may need to restrict the use of internet from time to time to ensure this.
Chiawa Camp is delighted to offer WiFi to its guests as a service if they feel the need to communicate with the outside
world.
WiFi access is protected so a password and username can be obtained from management conditional of the following:

| Be considerate of others in camp whose priority may be to escape the trappings and constance of the internet
| Internet use is not for illegal or perversive activities; no VOIP (voice/video chat) or transfer of large amounts of data;
small images only! Please do not attempt to send or download files of one (1) MB or more as this could crash the
system, resulting in the compromising of safety and operations at Chiawa Camp.

| Internet is restricted to your rooms only; under no circumstances is the use of internet, phones, iPads or other devices
permitted in the public or social areas of camp.

| We have started a Conservation Lower Zambezi WiFi Fund - although we provide WiFi to you on a complimentary
basis, if you would like to donate $10 to CLZ for the use of the internet during your stay on safari, please speak to
Management.

| By logging onto Chiawa Internet & WiFi you state that you have read and fully understood the above Internet Policy
which you will fully abide by.
Thank you for your co-operation and consideration.

TEL: +260 211 261588 (GMT +2 HOURS)

MOBILE: +260 977 767 433 (GMT +2 HOURS) / (24 HR FOR EMERGENCIES) EMAIL: res@chiawa.com

